A Time to Danc
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e
by Padma Venkatraman (she/her) - Y VENKATRAMAN
Losing her leg after a devastating injury, talented Indian dancer
Veda begins retraining on her prosthetic leg before falling in love
with a young man who approaches dance from a spiritual
perspective and who helps Veda to better understand herself and
the world.
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eens o
off Geek
by Jen Wilde (she/they) - Y WILDE
Three friends attend a fan convention during which Charlie meets
the actress she has a crush on and Taylor comes to realize her
feelings for her best friend Jamie.

Teens with Disabilities
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e
by Shane Burcaw (he/him) - Y 617.4 BURCAW
A twenty-one-year-old with spinal muscular atrophy describes
the challenges he faces in completing everyday tasks and shares
stories about growing up and living with this rare neuromuscular
disease.
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by Julie Dachez (she/her) - YG 616.858832 DACHEZ
Marguerite is struggling to stay productive at work and keep up
appearances with friends. The everyday noise and stimuli assaults
her senses. Then, when one big fight with her boyfriend finds her
frustrated and dejected, she finally discovers that she has
Aspergers. Her life is profoundly changed--for the better.
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by S. K. Ali (she/her) - Y ALI

by Rebecca Podos (she/they) - Y PODOS

Suspended for standing up against a teacher's hate speech, a
Muslim teen visits her aunt in Qatar, where she bonds with a
motherless young man who is attempting to hide his multiple
sclerosis diagnosis from his grieving father.

Vanni abandons her plan to flee her hometown after graduation
when her father is diagnosed with Huntington's disease, but then
she meets Leigh, and their friendship dares Vanni to ask herself big
questions and make new plans.
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by Natasha Friend (she/her) - Y FRIEND

by Tess Sharpe (she/her) - Y M SHARPE

An extroverted teen who has been abandoned by all of her friends
because of her alopecia and a former star football player who has
lost his legs in a freak accident find healing and the confidence to
be themselves again through a friendship with each other that
gradually becomes something more.

Wrongly blamed for a friend's death because of her past addiction
to painkillers, 17-year-old Sophie endures a forced stint in rehab
while struggling with peer animosity and trying to figure out who
is really responsible for what happened.
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by TJ Klune (he/him) - Y KLUNE

by A. J Steiger (she/her) - Y STEIGER

A successful fan-fiction writer has a chance encounter with a
superhero crush who challenges him to remake himself in ways
that compromise his bond with a best friend, who is becoming
something more.

Alvie Fitz doesn't fit in, and she doesn't care. She's spent years
swallowing meds and bad advice from doctors and social workers.
Adjust, adapt. Pretend to be normal. It sounds so easy. If she can
make it to her eighteenth birthday without any major mishaps,
she'll be legally emancipated. Free. But if she fails, she'll become a
ward of the state and be sent back to the group home.
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by Ann Clare LeZotte (she/her) - J LEZOTTE
The Deaf librarian and author of T4 draws on the true history of a
thriving 19th-century Deaf community on Martha’s Vineyard in the
story of a girl whose proud lineage is threatened by land disputes
with the Wampanoag and a ruthlessly ambitious scientist.
Simultaneous eBook.

Sick Kids in L
Love
ove
by Hannah Moskowitz (Any pronouns) - Y MOSKOWITZ
When Isabel, who has rheumatoid arthritis, meets Sasha, a boy with
a chronic illness, she considers breaking her no dating rule for him.

by Leah Thomas (she/her) - Y THOMAS
Kalyn, living under a pseudonym, and Gus, who has cerebral palsy,
get caught in an uproar in Samsboro, Kentucky as the truth about
the brutal murder of Gus's father by Kalyn's comes to light.
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by Marieke Nijkamp (any pronouns) - Y UNBROKEN
Edited by the best-selling author of This Is Where It Ends, an
inspirational anthology of stories featuring disabled and
neurodiverse teen main characters includes contributions by such
leading authors as Kody Keplinger, Katherine Locke and Fox
Benwell.

